Questions asked about the New Dismissal Procedure
When does the new dismissal start?
The new dismissal procedure will start next Tuesday, September 4. The school will have a
“practice” dismissal without vehicles at 12:30 in the afternoon that same day.
Can I assist my child getting in the car and putting a seatbelt on?
Of course! When your child’s flight is dismissed to your car, you can get out of your car to make
sure all riders are safe and secure before you leave. Teachers/staff will be assisting as well.
What will happen if I need to change the riding arrangement for my student(s)?
If you need to change the riding arrangement for your student(s), please let the office know.
Your student(s) will be joining the flight of the family that will be picking up.
Will siblings be released together?
There will be two gathering points within the school for the Pink and Green Flights. Older
students will meet their younger siblings and will be released from the same door. The Pink
Flight will be released from the Main Entrance Doors by the school office. The Green Flight will
be released from the doors by the church.
What will happen on days that one of my children has practice after school and I only
have to pick up one?
If one of your children has practice after school or is absent for the day, your other student(s)
will remain in the same Flight. For example, you have students in the 1st and 4th grades and are
in the Pink Flight, but your 4th grader will not need to be picked up. To keep our dismissal
procedure simple, your 1st grader will remain in the Pink Flight.
What if the driver is running late and misses my child’s regular flight?
If you are running late and miss your child’s flight, you can join the Green Flight. Your student
will be at their correct exit. Students will not be sent to aftercare until the parking lot is cleared.
Mistakes to Avoid and Reminders:
● Do not disregard the procedures by making arrangements to pick up before normal
dismissal or asking your child to meet you at the Cry Room, gym or cafeteria door.
● If a grandparent or driver who is not the regular driver is picking up, make sure this
person knows the procedure.
● Each family has been issued a permit for Tuesday. Requested extra permits will be
distributed next week. Please display your dismissal permit on the driver’s side
dashboard of your car.
● Remember, think SAFETY FIRST and be patient as we implement this procedure!

